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Q: Why did you choose to work at Crosby High School?
A: I’ve been at Crosby for 7 years. [I]nitially, I came to Crosby because the
population of students was similar to the population of students I was working
with in another district. It’s also similar to how I grew up and I wanted to be in a
[inner-city] district... [T]hat’s what brought me to Crosby and Waterbury.

Q: When you were selected as the new Vice-Principal and first received the news, how did
it make you feel?
A: Nervous. I think that was my first reaction. I was very nervous even though I
had gone through [a program at Sacred Heart and] a whole interview process. But
I was very happy and excited. [It was unexpected] so I was a bit nervous. I felt
prepared but a bit... sad to be leaving the classroom. 

Q: Did you tell your family about your promotion and if so, how did they take it?
A: I did. My husband and my sister were actually with me when I received the
phone call and so they were very excited. Their reaction was probably better than
mine because I was in shock, but they were very happy - especially because I’ve
been in school for two years. Of course, I called my other family members, too,
and they were also happy for me.

Q: What motivated you to apply for the Vice Principal position at Crosby?
A: I love teaching and I love what we do here, but part of it was really wanting a
chance to work with teachers and students at another level - to be able to help
[professionally] develop teachers to help oversee and develop the functioning of
our school. What I was doing in the classroom was awesome and I loved teaching
and I love implementing our curriculum directly to the students, but I also really
want to see our students and school as a whole [succeed] and because of that, I
decided to leave the ... classroom but also be able to look at the whole school as
my classroom.

Q: What do you consider to be the most rewarding part of working at Crosby High School?
A: Honestly, I think it would have to be the everyday interactions with so many
different people, so many different students and backgrounds, to see them strive
[to] do better, then succeed. It's really just the everyday interaction with our
students and staff that's super rewarding. A lot of us have similar goals. We want
to see students do well so being able to work together to do that every day has
been rewarding. It's definitely been different from the last seven years, but each
year has been better.

Continued on page 2
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Welcome, Vice Principal Richardson continued

Q: What has been your favorite thing about this job so

far as the Vice Principal?

A: [T]hat’s a hard question to answer because I

[there are few] no [students] here. [S]o far, I have

enjoyed working with people I couldn’t... work

with [in the past]. As a teacher, you... work as

teams and your team is your team. Even though

you see other adults and [students] in the

building, you don’t... get to work with all of them.

[A]nd so I think the ability to diversify who I with

and... getting to know a lot more of my

coworkers in the building has been nice.

Although, I do look forward to spending more

time and talking to the students outside of just

the [few] that are coming [in person] each day.

Q: What do you see as the most challenging aspect of

your position?

A: Right now, there’s always something new to

learn. [...] It's very important to me to learn as

much as possible in order to work effectively

with students and teachers to see our students

achieve success both in and out of school. Any

time our students do well, I’m happy and my

goal is to work in any way possible to continue

with school improvements as well as to continue

seeing us all work together [to] see our students

succeed.

Lifestyle & Entertainment
Little Nightmares is a puzzle horror game
about a boy named mono and a girl six
they are stuck in a distorted 
 world where they are trying to find a way
out.
 Mono- is the main character he was  a
kind and he cared  for other people but
that all changed when he was
accompanied by six
 Six- is a homicidal nine year old who has
seen some terrible stuff.
 

 prices 
 switch- 14.22

computer- 29.99
mobile-29.99
xbox- 29.99

ps4 and 5- 29.99

As an open-world game, Genshin impact has
quickly become one of the most popular role-
playing and adventure game there is. Mihoyo,
who is the creator of the game along with
another similar game, Honkai impact, has
created a combination of a free roam game
with plenty of quests and challenges, immerse
gameplay with unbelievable graphics.
The game is reliant on a gacha system, gives a
chance of obtaining a five-star character,
four-star character, along with weapons. 
With the current event happening known as
the Lantern Rite, it has been a fantastic
adventure helping the people of Liyue prepare
for the beautiful festival of releasing xiao
lanterns. These same xiao lanterns are named
after a newly released character who is of
course named Xiao
The game is still in progress with more
quests being unlocked, and stories of the
gods called Archons being known. Worlds
such as Mondstadt and Liyue are being
unlocked and new characters are introduced.

Gaming Reviews with Neyshka & Shaniya
 

By Neyshka Hernandez, Artistic Team &
Shaniya Ralston, Lifestyle Reporter & Graphics/Layout
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Alexis Negron discusses her art…

"Most of my inspiration just pops
up through my mind… I’ll just be
going about my day and I’ll have
random ideas for characters and
stuff..."

"I sketch whenever I feel like it
because when I have an image
pop in my head or the type of
character that I want to make, it’s
kind of like a time-based thing
where if I don’t do it immediately, I
can’t really draw it again."

 
               See Alexis' art on page 3

Q: What are somethings that you’d like to accomplish

while upholding this position?

A: I think the very first is continuing to see our

school improve. 

Q: Describe one person you most admire, and

explain why you admire that person.

A: One person I admire very much is Michelle

Obama. I didn’t really pay... close attention to

[her personally], outside of [her position as] the

First Lady when President Obama was in

office, but [after] he left office,... I read her

autobiography, Becoming, and it helped me

realize we have many similarities in our

upbringing and our views on life and child-

rearing and careers. I just saw a lot of myself in

her. [I]t helped reading her autobiography by

giving me hope that whatever I’m doing is

okay, and it’s all a lesson and it’s going to get

you to another place. Outside of her role as

First Lady, as a person, as a woman, as a

mother, she’s very inspiring.

Q: What are you most grateful for?

A: I’m most grateful for family. This year

especially, my family has been happy and

healthy and okay. My children are the most

 important things in the world to me. A lot

of folks don’t have or may have lost a lot of

family so I find myself very grateful more

than ever to have them all and have them be

healthy.



UNTITLED

ELVIS  SANTOS

 

SMILE  AND  LAUGH, LIFE  IS

SO  FUNNY

SOME  DAYS  MAKE  MY

MOOD  BUMMY

WAKE UP AND SEE THE DAY IS
LOVELY

TODAY  WILL  BE  BETTER

JUST  TRUST  ME

THIS  LIFE  IS  MINE  NO  ONE

CAN  TAKE  IT  FROM  ME

UNTITLED
ANIYAH FERNANDES

 
I 'M NOT FOR EVERYONE BUT I

KNOW WHO I AM.
I  KNOW WHAT I DO AND

WHAT I DON'T
I KNOW MY TRUTH 
I KNOW MY VALUE

AND FOR THAT, I  KNOW
MYSELF. 
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Artwork by Alexis Negron

Join the Army

Jushiro Vinegar-
Joestar

Revamp of Crimson
Platinum aka Ruby
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Letting Everyone Fight Again
By: Alex Lopez

Biden cuts the rope,Allowing all to flee and fight for
their home in which they were conceived.Not

mattering what skin one wears,
Attraction one bares,

Or whether the skin on a human’s back is of male
or female breed.

The only thing that matters is being able to live the
same dreams,

Fight the same battles as every other citizen
roaming around our nation.

Though the social disruptions are uproaring from
angry volcanos,

To which their mouths bite hard an their spit feels
like lava to those who dare to be different,

Warriors still fight for the right to be safe and
heard,

No matter the amounts of blood they must shed.
There’s no way to kill the hate of the volcanos’

eruptions,
But with the trust of our peoples and

government,We can thrive and make it through.
For Biden has made sure to let it be known of the

protections of people who shine different,
And the government follows and understands

these orders.

By Imani Corbi. Illustrating World
War I vocabulary. 

Thoughts on World War I
By Ashley Santana. 

The struggle against
imperialism provoked

militarism,
they sit on benches and we

have no trenches,
and in mutual alliance  

they destroyed the giants with
modern science.
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Students in Connecticut are experiencing major
upset since the CIAC cancelled football for the 2021
season. 

The cancellation of football caused many student-
athletes to feel depressed, trapped, and simply
bored.

If you love to play video games and grind it out how
would you feel if it suddenly got taken away from
you. Sad or angry right? That's how these players
feel about their 2021 season being canceled.

As I stated earlier, one may feel depressed. These
players try the hardest to be the best they can be.

They love working towards their goals. But, once that
is taken away from them, it can seem like there is
nothing left for them to do.

Personally, I felt trapped when I heard the news.
Football is all I really had. I went to the field to put
in work every free day I could.

I asked a player on the team what his input was on
this whole situation. He said,   "Honestly,  I really am
devastated. Football means everything to me I work
and work every day to perfect my craft, the fact
that it was just ripped away from me due to covid
really hurt me..."

So please everyone, put on a mask so we can put on
our helmets.

JROTC COVID-19 Crush Competition 1st

place -  

No football 2021?
By: Jonathan Rosario, Sports News Editor 
& School News Reporter

 

Curl- Up event and JROTC program of accreditation

virtual inspection for the U.S. Army Cadet Command-

pics in school news subfolder
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School Counselors
Mrs. Jordan - 9th Gr
Ms. Petteway - 10th Gr
Mrs. Hayes - 11th Gr
Ms. Deer - 12th Gr
Ms. Park - ECE, ACE, AP, UConn

Ms. Forino & Ms. Miller, Social Workers
Staywell School-Based Health Center
Mr. Davis, Attendance Counselor
Mr. Robinson, Behavior Technician

If you or someone you know is suffering from depression, isolation,
or having other struggles, know you're NOT ALONE! The following
resources are available at Crosby:


